Abstract. This study investigated the body-rotation behavior adopted by pedestrians to avoid others while moving in congested areas. In such scenarios, body orientation often differs from walking direction, e.g., a pedestrian may step sideways.
Introduction
Pedestrian dynamics, which is considered as one of the practical topics of active matters [1] , has been investigated extensively over the last two decades [2, 3] by means of simulations and experiments.
Simple models for bidirectional flow and evacuation were developed in the early stages of research on this topic. The social force [4, 5] and floor field [6] models are representative of force-based models in continuous space and cellular automata models, respectively. They are useful for simulating collective real-world pedestrian phenomena, such as lane formation in bidirectional flow and the arching phenomenon that occurs at a bottleneck.
Behavioral experiments have also been conducted with real pedestrians to elucidate pedestrian behaviors in crowds and calibrate various model parameters. The results of various circuit experiments have allowed researchers to produce refined fundamental diagrams, showing a relation between density and velocity (flow) [7, 8] . Lane formation was observed in experiments on bidirectional flow [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . A bidirectional-flow experiment with an oblique intersecting angle was also conducted [14] and investigated with macroscopic models [15] . Furthermore, the zipper effect (alternate merging of two lanes into one lane) and the relation between the width of a bottleneck and flow were revealed by bottleneck-flow experiments [16] [17] [18] .
Recently, more detailed pedestrian characteristics have been considered and experimentally investigated to develop more realistic models. The social force model was extended by introducing a required space for walking [19] and a self-stopping mechanism [20] , resulting in the successful reproduction of realistic fundamental diagrams. On the other hand, many elements, e.g., collisions between pedestrians [21] [22] [23] , forces between pedestrians [24, 25] , advance avoidance by anticipation [26, 27] , heterogeneity of walking speed [28, 29] , and aggressiveness in a situation of conflict [30] , have been implemented in the floor field model. Moreover, the agent-based approach [31] has allowed researchers to represent the heterogeneous properties of pedestrians, e.g., age [32] . Furthermore, the behaviors of individual pedestrians have been researched in detail to model pedestrians as beyond simple self-driven particles. The effects of stride (step length) and walking tempo have been studied [33, 34] and introduced into various models [35] . The decisionmaking process for pedestrians has been investigated through experiments on the inflow process [36, 37] , which is a counter process of evacuation [38, 39] .
Although many pedestrian characteristics have been studied and implemented in various models, research on body-rotation behaviors has only been started very recently [40] ‡ , and further detailed investigations are required. Here, it should be emphasized that the body rotation, which is the focus of this study, is not the change in the walking direction due to turning but the change in the body orientation along the same walking direction.
The effect of body rotation is especially important in congested situations. Bidirectional-flow simulations often end up with a deadlock, where no pedestrians can move without additional rules. In cellular automata models, two opposing pedestrians stochastically exchange their positions to resolve a deadlock [41] [42] [43] . Although no detailed explanations exist on how real pedestrians exchange positions, it can be assumed that position exchange is formed by penetrating into the opposing crowd with body rotation. Even when pedestrian density is not extremely high, pedestrians often employ body rotation to avoid colliding with one another without greatly changing their walking direction. This implies that the degree and frequency of body rotation may be related to the pedestrian density. Assuming this to be true, it should be possible to approximate the density with body-rotation data recorded by personal smartphones equipped with gyro sensors [44] .
Many models represent pedestrians using circles as they are easy to simulate due to their rotational symmetry. However, this symmetry precludes representing the effect attributed to pedestrian orientation. In other words, circular pedestrians always occupy the same region irrespective of their orientation, which makes it impossible to study the effect of body rotation.
One solution to this problem is "elliptic pedestrians", i.e., pedestrians represented using ellipses. Ellipses allow the difference between the effective shoulder width and effective bust depth during walking to be represented. The use of elliptic pedestrians has been proposed in previous works [45] [46] [47] [48] . For example, Chraibi et al. [48] utilized elliptic pedestrians in their force-based model and succeeded in reproducing the fundamental diagram of unidirectional flow, which quantitatively agrees well with the experimental data. Herein, the pedestrians were represented with ellipses to allow geometrical differences to be considered; it was confirmed that realistic body rotation was reproduced with elliptic pedestrians.
The focus of this study was originally restricted to a simple case, i.e., collision avoidance between two pedestrians when passing through a narrow corridor. This was considered to be one of the most fundamental situations appropriate for research on body-rotation behavior, since the minimal interaction is collision avoidance between two pedestrians. In-detail investigations of microscopic interactions would contribute to the understanding of macroscopic phenomena. Moussaid et al. [49] thoroughly analyzed collision avoidance between two pedestrians when changing walking direction and speed to discuss collective patterns in bidirectional crowd flows.
Although the walking behavior of a single pedestrian has been investigated thoroughly in various studies [50] , such studies have not focused on the interactions between pedestrians. There are also many sophisticated works on collision avoidance between two pedestrians; however, the motivations of those works were different from those of ours.
One motivation of these previous works was the investigation of personal space. Gorrini et al. [51] performed experiments where two pedestrians approached each other and clarified that the size of the front zone of personal space changes depending on the pedestrians' walking speeds.
The other motivation was studying collision avoidance in a wide area. Olivier et al. [52] performed crossing experiments at an angle of 90
• and revealed that the latter pedestrian gave way to the former pedestrian by decreasing his/her walking speed. Daamen et al. [53] and Huber et al. [54] performed crossing experiments at various crossing angles. The former study determined that pedestrians tended to pass each other on the right-hand side when the crossing angle increased. The latter study showed that pedestrians adjusted both the walking direction and speed for acute crossing angles, but only adjusted the walking direction for obtuse crossing angles.
Parisi et al. [55] conducted experiments with groups of pedestrians and found abrupt evasive maneuvers to increase with the number of pedestrians. They also revealed that pedestrians preferred to change their walking direction rather than decrease their speed. Furthermore, Zanlungo et al. [56] extended the model in [49] by introducing preferred direction in collision avoidance and overtaking, they then compared the results of their simulation with real-world data. Since wide areas were assumed in the above studies, pedestrians were able to avoid conflicts by changing their walking direction and speed without body rotation.
In contrast to these previous studies, this study investigated collision avoidance between two pedestrians in a narrow corridor, where collision avoidance would fail without body rotation. The results of this study may contribute to a better understanding of pedestrian behavior and be a source of inspiration to improve existing models. We would also like to mention that the participants of our experiment included both males and females with various ages, thus, our results are not limited to a specific type of pedestrians.
A cross-flow experiment was conducted to examine the importance of body-rotation behavior in more complex and realistic scenarios. We succeeded to observe body rotations in the experiment and to reveal a condition of body rotation in cross flow.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the analysis of the geometric condition in which two elliptic pedestrians circumscribe each other while passing through a narrow corridor. Section 3 explains the experimental setup and conditions. Section 4 elaborates upon the analysis of the rotational angles in the experiment from various perspectives and examines the validity of the elliptic representation of pedestrians. Section 5 expounds upon the analysis of the deceleration due to body rotation during passing. Section 6 discusses the developed model and how it simulates passing in a narrow corridor. Sections 7 and 8 describes an experiment and analyses, similar to those described in Secs. 3 and 4, conducted for various types of participants. Section 9 presents the results of the cross-flow experiment. Finally, Sec. 10 provides concluding remarks and discussions.
2. Geometric analysis of collision avoidance between elliptic pedestrians with body rotation
Elliptic excluded volume of pedestrians
Elliptic pedestrians were considered, as shown in Fig. 1a , and collision avoidance with body rotation in a narrow corridor was investigated, as shown in Fig. 1b . The semimajor and semi-minor axes of an ellipse are described by parameters a (> 0) and b (> 0), such that 2a and 2b correspond to a pedestrian's effective shoulder width and bust depth, respectively. a > b was assumed, so that the width of a pedestrian decreases with rotation. Note that Was et al. also modeled the physical excluded volume of a pedestrian using an ellipse [47] . It has been reported that the effective excluded volume of a walking pedestrian varies with velocity [46] ; the velocity-dependent radii of walking pedestrians in a onedimensional circuit has been considered in [19] . Moreover, Chraibi et al. modeled a pedestrian using an ellipse with velocity-dependent axes for a two-dimensional case [48] . Given that the dependency of the axes on velocity is different along the longitudinal (walking direction) and lateral (direction vertical to the walking direction) axes, the semi-major and semi-minor axes were exchanged in their model. In other words, the lateral axis is the semi-major axis when the velocity is small, while the longitudinal axis is the semi-major axis when the velocity is large.
One can model a pedestrian more realistically by introducing velocity-dependent axes; however, this study adopted constant axes for simplicity, since the velocity is low in passage through a narrow corridor, as shown in Fig. 1b ; when the velocity is low, the velocity-dependent effect considered in [19, 48] would also diminish. Furthermore, the variation in the lateral axis is mainly attributed to the swaying motion of pedestrians, according to [16, 48] . It can be assumed that pedestrians do not sway in the lateral direction when passing through a narrow corridor, and thus the lateral axis was assumed to be constant in this study. 
Relation between passing rotational angle and corridor width
This subsection explains how the relationship between the rotational angle of a body θ and corridor width W was obtained. First, let's focus on the width d occupied by a single elliptic pedestrian when rotating by θ. By analyzing the geometry of an ellipse, the relation between width d and passing rotational angle θ was calculated:
The detailed derivation is described in Appendix A. Taking the derivative of d with respect to θ:
The width d and its derivative d are plotted as functions of θ in Fig. 2a and 2b, respectively. The parameters were set to (a, b) =(24.9 cm, 15.5 cm), as determined by the empirical data obtained from the experiment explained in Secs. 3 and 4. It can be seen that the slope of d is always negative; however, the steepness varies with the passing rotational angle θ (Fig. 2a) ; Fig. 2b illustrates this feature more clearly. This result indicates that d is sensitive (insensitive) to the change of θ where θ is around 45
• and 90 • ). Therefore, the width of an elliptic pedestrian does not significantly change with oscillatory rotation during normal walking (θ ≈ 0). Note that we use the units cm and deg (
• ) for lengths and angles throughout this paper.
Next, let's deal with two elliptic pedestrians (i and j) who rotate during passing to avoid each other. The semi-major and semi-minor axes of pedestrian i (j) is a i (a j ) and b i (b j ), respectively. It was assumed that these axes rotate by θ i and θ j , respectively, such that the sum of their widths is equal to the corridor width W during passing, as in Fig. 1b . More specifically, it was assumed that the two ellipses circumscribed each other as follows:
Here, the focus was on the situation in which the inequality 2(
it is impossible for two elliptic pedestrians to pass each other even with the maximum rotational angle of 90
• rotation. In contrast, if W > 2(a i + a j ), two elliptic pedestrians do not need to rotate to pass each other, i.e., θ = 0
• . In Secs. 4.3 and 8.2, the analytic and experimental results of this study are compared, and the validity of using elliptic pedestrians with (3) for modeling body rotation is examined.
Setup and conditions of corridor experiment 1
A real experiment was performed to investigate the body rotation and side-stepping behavior of pedestrians from the perspective of collision avoidance in a narrow corridor. The experiment was conducted at the Research Center for Advanced Science and Technology (RCAST), The University of Tokyo, Japan. Two courses were constructed using cardboard boxes, as described in Fig. 3a . The experiment included four male participants (ID number = 1, 2, 3, and 4), ages ranging from 18 to 25. Initially, the participants were arranged at the end of each course. One trial of the experiment started when the participants were instructed to go. The participants first started to walk, passed each other midway through the course, and exited the course from the other end. Figure 3b shows a snapshot taken during the experiment. The participants were instructed to stand and walk on the left or right side of the course before each trial so that they could pass each other without dithering.
A commercial tablet (Nexus 7 (2013)) equipped with a gyro sensor was strapped between the chest and belly of each participant to record angular velocity. The tablets were strapped on the participants' bodies such that the recorded angular velocities would be identical to the angular velocities of their bodies' rotations. The precision and accuracy of the gyro sensor in the tablets were verified in [57, 58] , and both were concluded to be below 1%.
The width W of the two courses were varied as 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, and 140 cm, and the angular velocity and travel time of each participant were observed. By changing the passing side and participant pairing, six types of trial sets were executed twice for each W , as summarized in Tab. 1. Two pairs of participants (four participants) were included in each trial. Thus, 2 (pairs) × 2 (trials) × 6 (trial sets) = 24 datasets were obtained for each W and 24 × 8 (widths) = 192 datasets in total.
4. Analysis of passing rotational angles in corridor experiment 1
Time series of angular velocities and rotational angles
In the experiment, the time series of angular velocities ω i (t) (i = 1, 2, 3, and 4 (ID number)) were obtained at approximately 50 Hz from the tablets. Figure 4 shows ω 1 (t), ω 2 (t), ω 3 (t), and ω 4 (t) in one trial with W = 60 cm and left passing. The positive and negative angular velocities correspond to the counter-clockwise and clockwise rotations, respectively. In this example, participants 1 and 2 (3 and 4) were paired together. It can be seen that the magnitudes of the angular velocities started to increase at around t = 2.0 s; this indicates the beginning of rotation. In the left-passing case, the participants faced outward with respect to the course with positive (counter-clockwise) rotation and faced inward with respect to the course (the other participant) with negative (clockwise) rotation. Thus, participants 1, 2, and 3 faced inward with respect to the course, while only participant 4 faced outward with respect to the course, as shown from the data corresponding to around t = 2.5 s in Fig.  4 . Note that the direction in which the participants faced during passing was maintained throughout the experiment. Furthermore, no significant difference was found between the left-passing and right-passing cases. Thus, we do not distinguish between the two cases in the following.
By numerically integrating the datasets of angular velocities ω i (t), the time series of the rotational angle of each participant ϕ i (t) ∈ [−180
• , 180
• ] was obtained as follows:
where ω i,n and δt i,n are participant i's n-th angular velocity and time interval, respectively. The time interval δt i,n should be small enough, i.e., the measurement frequency of the sensors should be large enough, to obtain accurate rotational angles. It was confirmed that 50 Hz (δt i,n = 0.02 s) is large enough; however, due to a bug in the tablets' operating system, the measurement frequency sometimes declined (δt i,n increased). For such time series, it was impossible to compute the accurate rotational angles; therefore, the time series of the pair that included δt i,n ≥ 0.1 s were discarded. Eventually, two datasets were removed from W = 60, 90, 140 cm, and one dataset was removed from W = 80, 100 cm.
The ϕ i (t) of one pair in one trial was plotted for each W as shown in Fig. 5 . It can be seen that the participants clearly rotated their bodies when passing for W = 60, 70, 80, and 90 cm, whereas they did not for W = 100, 110, 120, and 140 cm. Actually, a few data points indicated clear rotation for W = 100 cm. Thus, in the following, the focus is placed on W = 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 cm, where body rotation was observed during passing. Note that deceleration also occurred from 100 cm. See Sec. 5 for details.
Extraction of passing rotational angles
This subsection describes the derivation of the experimental passing rotational angles
• ] from the time series of the rotational angles ϕ i . To determine the passing rotational angle without ambiguity, it was assumed that the maximum absolute rotational angle |ϕ| max,i was the passing rotational angle θ i , i.e., θ i = |ϕ| max,i . Note that all passing rotational angles larger than 90
• were replaced with 90
• . However, the method has its limitations. First, the oscillation of the rotational angle in normal walking is occasionally regarded as the passing rotational angle. Second, in a few datasets, there were great discrepancies between the times at which each participant achieves the maximum rotational angle, making it inappropriate to regard them as sets of passing rotational angles. Therefore, two thresholds were introduced, one for the passing rotational angle θ i and another for the time gap between the points at which the two participants achieved the maximum rotational angles, which are denoted as ∆t |ϕ|max . Any dataset that did not satisfy the conditions of the two thresholds were converted appropriately, as described in Appendix B, before being used for analysis. Figure 6a shows the averages and sample standard deviations of ∆t |ϕ|max as functions of W before conversion. From this figure, it can be seen that the values are small for W = 60, 70, and 80 cm, increasing slightly for W = 90 cm, and increasing greatly for W = 100 cm. Thus, a few conversions are necessary for W = 90 cm and many conversions are necessary for W = 100 cm.
Actually, a large ∆t |ϕ|max was obtained when no clear maximum rotational angle was observed, as shown in Figs. 5e-5h. Therefore, ∆t |ϕ|max can be used for judging not only whether the assumption θ i = |ϕ| max,i is valid but also whether collision avoidance occurs with body rotation. Judgment based on the values of the time gap is much easier than that based on the plots of rotational angle evolution, as shown in Fig. 5 . Thus, the time gap ∆t |ϕ|max was considered to be a simple and useful indicator for detecting collision avoidance with body rotation. Figure 6b shows the pairs of passing rotational angles (θ i , θ j ) (i = j) in the experimental data after conversion. It can be seen that the passing rotational angles increased with decreasing corridor width. This result is intuitively agreeable. Moreover, the passing rotational angles were not always equal within a given pair, i.e., θ i = θ j in general. Therefore, the rotation of a pair, as opposed to that of an individual, was considered. Note that the experimental data were plotted such that θ i ≥ θ j is satisfied.
Validation of elliptic pedestrians
To validate elliptic pedestrians and assumption (3) during passing, the parameters of elliptic pedestrians were determined using the experimental data. As discussed in Sec. 4.2 and shown in Fig. 6b , the passing rotational angles of the two participants were generally different. Therefore, it was necessary to investigate the relationship between (θ i , θ j ) and W . Hence, the relationship between d i + d j (the sum of the widths of the two ellipses) and W was studied; this is much more appropriate in terms of comparison, because d i + d j is one-dimensional, and its physical dimension is equal to that of W .
Since the participants were all male adolescents with similar builds, the semimajor and semi-minor axes of the elliptic pedestrians were assumed to be identical, i.e., a i = a and b i = b for i = 1, 2, 3, and 4. Then, (1) and (3) were used along with the experimental passing rotational angles and the semi-major and semi-minor axes of the elliptic pedestrians (a and b) were determined to minimize the following function (the least squares method):
As a result, the parameters (a, b) =(24.9 cm, 15.5 cm) were obtained. Then, the mean and sample standard deviation of d i + d j for each W were computed by substituting the calibrated semi-major and semi-minor axes (a, b) and the experimental passing rotational angles (θ i , θ j ) into (1). Figure 7 shows the mean and sample standard deviation of d i + d j with the red markers and error bars, respectively. In Sec. 2, it was assumed that pedestrians passing each other satisfied (3), the green diagonal line in Fig. 7 . Thus, the correspondence between the red markers and green diagonal line indicates the validity of this assumption. It can be observed that the markers agree favorably with the diagonal line, namely, the error bars intersect with the green diagonal line except when W = 60 cm.
The discrepancy at W = 60 cm is considered to occur as follows. The walls of the experimental courses were constructed out of cardboard boxes, whose heights (62 cm) were much shorter than those of the participants (Fig. 3a) , so that the participants' upper bodies were allowed to pass over the corridor. Therefore, it was considered that the participants pushed their shoulders out of the corridor and passed each other when the corridor width was narrow (W = 60 cm) and collision avoidance was not easy; this decreased the passing rotational angles and increased d i + d j , as can be seen at W = 60 cm in the plot of Fig. 7 .
The validity of the parameters (a, b) =(24.9 cm, 15.5 cm) determined from the experimental data was also examined. Since (a, b) are the semi-major and semi-minor axes of the ellipse, respectively, the effective shoulder width and bust depth of a model pedestrian correspond to 2a = 49.8 cm and 2b = 31.0 cm, respectively. In the passing scenario of the experiment, the shoulders of the participants did not come in contact with one other. This is ascribed to the fact that pedestrians tend to maintain some distance from other pedestrians to avoid physical contact. Therefore, it can be assumed that the physical size of the participants is smaller than the effective size obtained from the experimental data. It has been reported that the average shoulder width and bust depth of Japanese men of age 20-24 years (without clothes) are 44.9 cm and 20.1 cm, respectively [59] . Considering clothing thickness and the fact the participants did not come into contact with each other, the statistical value of shoulder width can be considered to be appropriately smaller than the calibrated value. However, the statistical value of the bust depth was approximately 10 cm smaller than the calibrated value. This is likely because pedestrians are more hesitant about chest-to-chest contact than shoulder-to-shoulder contact. Hence, the calibrated size of the elliptic pedestrians was concluded to be appropriate representations of the effective size of real pedestrians.
Analysis of deceleration during passing in corridor experiment 1
This section elaborates upon the deceleration effect during passing. Figure 8 shows the average time for traveling 2 m (T travel ) as a function of W in course 1 of corridor experiment 1. It can be seen that the qualitative characteristic of the plot changed greatly at W = 100 cm, similar to the case of body rotation. Specifically, the travel time was small and constant for W = 100-140 cm, for which few clear body rotations were observed. By contrast, the travel time increased as W decreased from 100 to 60 cm, for which the participants clearly rotated their body to pass each other. This increase in the travel time is due to deceleration during passing with body rotation.
The travel time was considered to be represented by the sum of the travel time without deceleration T 0 and the increment due to deceleration during passing ∆T , as follows:
where the explicit formulation of ∆T (W ) was assumed as follows:
T 0 = 1.29 s was calculated from the average travel time for W = 100-140 cm, and W cr was set to W cr = 100 cm. Then, the parameters c 1 and c 2 were determined with the least squares method by using the average travel time for W = 60-100 cm. As a result, c 1 = 1.94 × 10 −4 s/cm c 2 and c 2 = 2.21 were obtained. The green curve in Fig. 8 is depicted with (6) and (7) and agrees well with the experimental data.
∆T (W ) represents the increment of travel time during one pass with body rotation. Thus, the influence of multiple (N times) passes can be estimated as ∆T (W ) · N , although more data are required to improve the quality of the result for real-world applications. (6) and (7), whose parameters were calibrated with the experimental data.
Simulation model and comparison between experimental and simulation results

Simulation model for pedestrians with body rotation in a narrow corridor
As described in Sec. 1, pedestrians were represented by circles in many conventional models. There are some models that represent pedestrians with ellipses and other morerealistic shapes; however, the body orientation and walking direction of a pedestrian are considered to be the same in these models. Therefore, these previous models cannot reproduce collision avoidance by body rotation. Thus, a new model was developed to simulate pedestrians' collision-avoidance behavior by body rotation. Figure 9 shows a schematic of the model, the setup of which is equivalent to that of corridor experiment 1 (explained in Sec. 3). The length and the width of the corridor are L and W , respectively. There is a pedestrian R (L) at the left (right) end of the corridor who moves to the right (left) end in the simulation.
Pedestrians are represented with the same ellipses whose semi-major and semiminor axes are a and b, respectively, and their desired velocity is v des i (i ∈ {R, L}). The position of the center and the rotational angle of pedestrians are described by (x i , y i ) and ϕ i , respectively.
When the distance between the two pedestrians is larger than the threshold distance, i.e., x L − x R > d th , the two pedestrians do not interact with each other and keep walking with their desired velocities v des i . When the two pedestrians approach each Figure 9 : Schematic of the simulation model. Pedestrians R and L try to decrease the overlap length l by evading and rotating according to (9) and (10), respectively.
other, i.e., x L − x R ≤ d th , they start to interact. The pedestrians were considered to evade in the perpendicular direction (y) to their moving direction (x) and rotate their bodies to decrease the overlap length l and avoid each other, as shown in Fig. 9 . Thus, pedestrians gradually control their positions y i and rotational angles ϕ i proportional to the overlap length l, which is calculated by exploiting (1). Furthermore, pedestrians' walking speeds become smaller during sidestepping. Therefore, the equations of motion of pedestrians before passing are described as follows:
where k A y and k A ϕ are sensitivity parameters for the overlap length, sign(z) gives the sign of the argument z, and y j (j ∈ {R, L}) is the position of the opposing pedestrian.
After passing, i.e., x L − x R < −2b, pedestrians try to restore their attitudes and move as fast as possible. It was assumed that the restoring behavior was proportional to the evading distance and rotational angle, so that the equations of motion of pedestrians after passing can be described as follows:
where k The origin of the coordinate system was set to the center of the corridor and the x and y axes and positive direction of ϕ were defined as in Fig. 9 . At the beginning of the simulation, pedestrians stood to touch the wall, so that the initial positions and rotational angles of the pedestrians were (x , it was necessary to consider three requirements. First, the passing rotational angles of the experiment discussed in Sec. 4 and those of the simulation should coincide with each other. Second, the travel times of the experiment discussed in Sec. 5 and those of the simulation should also coincide with each other. Finally, the overlap length during passing should be minimized. These three requirements are inconsistent. For example, if the error in travel time is decreased, the overlap length during passing may increase. In this paper, we first tried to minimize the error of the passing rotational angle and travel time between the experiment and simulation, and then confirmed that the overlap length during passing was small enough.
An error function related to the passing rotational angle and travel time was considered:
where W exp = {60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 140} cm and X Y (X = θ, T travel , Y = exp, sim) is the scaled passing rotational angle and scaled travel time, respectively, of the experiment and simulation. θ exp is the average of the plots in Fig. 6b and T travel,exp is the data plotted in Fig. 8 . Scaling was performed by the following formulation:
Then, the parameter set that minimizes the error function from k
10] in 0.1 increments was searched, and the parameters were set as in the caption of Fig. 10 . Under this condition, the maximum overlap length during passing was 4.2 cm, which is much smaller than the size of the pedestrians, and thus the parameter set was used. Figure 10a shows the passing rotational angle θ in the experiment and simulation as functions of the corridor width W . The data plotted in Fig. 6 (b) were averaged and used for the experimental results of W = 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 cm. Similar data were also used for W = 110, 120, and 140 cm. The maximum ϕ were plotted for the simulation result.
It can be observed that the simulation successfully reproduced the experimental result; however, the error is relatively large at W = 100 cm. This is due to the oscillation during walking in the experiment. The pedestrians in the simulation do not oscillate during walking, so that ϕ = 0 throughout the simulation if W ≥ 2 × 2a (=99.6) cm.
Note that the minimum corridor width in the simulation is not W = 60 cm but W = 62 cm, since the sum of the minimum widths of two pedestrians is 2b×2 = 62.0 cm in the simulation. As discussed in Sec. 4.3, the pedestrians could push their shoulders out of the corridor due to the short wall in the experiment. However, such behavior is not considered in the simulation, and thus it is very difficult for the pedestrians to pass each other in the corridor of W = 60 cm in the simulation. Figure 10b shows the travel times T travel in the experiment (same as in Fig. 8 ) and simulation as functions of the corridor width W . It can be seen that the two results are in agreement.
The above discussion confirms that the proposed model can simulate pedestrians passing in a narrow corridor in terms of passing rotational angle, travel time, and overlap length during passing.
Bidirectional-flow simulation and fundamental diagram
In this subsection, we conducted bidirectional-flow simulations with more than two pedestrians in a narrow corridor and depicted fundamental diagrams to validate the proposed model for crowd simulation. To achieve this, the speed-headway relation should be modeled in addition to our body-rotation model. We assumed that the desired-speed |v des | § is given by the following piecewise-linear function:
where the argument h is the headway distance. The maximum speed s max [cm/s], h 1 [cm], and h 2 [cm] are the parameters of the desired-speed function. We exploited the experimental data of unidirectional flow in [60] [61] [62] and determined these three parameters through the least squares method. The results were s max = 139 cm/s, h 0 = 49 cm, and h 1 = 146 cm. Figure 11 shows the plots of the experimental data and the § The word "desired-speed" is usually used to describe the maximum speed without any obstruction; however, in this context, we used it as the speed determined by the headway distance without body rotation to maintain the consistency of the meaning of the word "desired" from the previous sections. desired-speed function (16) , which were confirmed to agree well with each other (R 2 = 0.73).
By using the calibrated desired-speed function (16), we performed the unidirectional-flow simulations in the periodic corridor (circuit), whose length and width were L = 1000 cm and W = 50 cm, respectively. We controlled the number of pedestrians N from 1 to 17 by 1 and positioned them at equal intervals in the corridor at the beginning of the simulations. Overtaking was not considered, therefore, evading or body-rotational behaviors were not observed. Thus, the desired-speed function (16) dominated the system. As we can see from Fig. 12 , the experimental and simulation results agree well each other in both the speed-density (Fig. 12a ) and flow-density (Fig.  12b) relations as well as the speed-headway relation (Fig. 11) .
Then, we conducted bidirectional-flow simulations. The width of the corridor was set as W = 80 cm, and the number of total pedestrians N was controlled from 2 to 24 by 2. The number of the right-and left-going pedestrians were the same (N/2). Both types of pedestrians were positioned at equal intervals in the corridor at the beginning of the simulations. The sum of the shoulder widths of the two pedestrians 2 × 2a = 99.6 cm was larger than W = 80 cm, therefore, the pedestrians needed to evade others and rotate to pass each other. The results of the bidirectional-flow simulations are presented with those of experiments in [60, 61, 63] in Fig. 12 . We can see that the simulation results are in agreement with the experimental results.
By comparing the experimental results of the unidirectional and bidirectional flows, we can observe that unidirectional flow achieves larger values of speed and flow than bidirectional flow when the density is smaller than the critical density ≈ 2.3 m −2 . When the density is greater than the critical density, the values of bidirectional flow become larger than those of unidirectional flow. These characteristic phenomena were successfully reproduced in our simulation results.
In the low-density situation, pedestrians can move freely in unidirectional flow; however, they have to interact with opponent pedestrians to avoid them in bidirectional flow. Thus, speed and flow are greater in unidirectional flow than in bidirectional flow.
In the high-density situation, interactions with other pedestrians are unavoidable in both flows. Overtaking is difficult in unidirectional flow because pedestrians cannot see behind themselves. It is difficult for them to give way to fast followers. Thus, the fundamental diagrams are mainly dominated by the simple speed-headway relation. In contrast, pedestrians can see opponent pedestrians, give way, and pass by each other through evasion and rotation in bidirectional flow. Due to these avoidance behaviors, speed and flow of bidirectional flow remain larger than those of unidirectional flow in the high-density situation.
Our simulation model succeeded in reproducing this phenomenon by introducing avoiding behaviors, i.e., evasion to the perpendicular direction and body-rotation. Further, we would like to mention that the introduction of evasion alone was insufficient for bidirectional-flow simulations in a narrow corridor. Since the sum of the shoulder widths of the two pedestrians 2 × 2a = 99.6 cm was larger than the corridor width W = 80 cm, body rotations were necessary to avoid deadlocks.
Computational time
When simulation models are extended to improve their accuracy, more computational time is often required. Therefore, weight between modeling accuracy and computational time is important to enable the practical use of simulation models. In this subsection, we investigated the computational time of bidirectional-flow simulations in a narrow corridor.
We compared four cases. The first case is the same as the proposed model introduced in the former subsections, which includes both evasion in the perpendicular direction and body rotation (Evasion and rotation). In the second case, only evading behavior was considered, i.e., the body-rotation effect was removed (Only evasion). In the third case, only body-rotation behavior was considered, i.e., the evading effect was removed (Only rotation). In the fourth case, both evasion and body-rotation effects were removed, i.e., pedestrians did not avoid each other (No avoidance).
In Evasion and rotation and Only rotation cases, pedestrians have to be represented by ellipses. On the contrary, in Only evasion and No avoidance cases, there are no effects attributed to elliptic pedestrians. In the first three cases (except No avoidance case), there are interactions between pedestrians, i.e., pedestrians detect other pedestrians (detecting method in our simulation works). Note that we conducted the simulations in this subsection only for evaluating the computational time. Thus, the latter three cases (except Evasion and rotation) failed to complete accurate simulation, i.e., pedestrians passed through each other in spite of the large overlap lengths. Figure 13 shows the computational times of the four cases. We see that the computational times increase as the number of pedestrians N increases. This type of power-law-like increase of computational time is common for force-based pedestrian models. As we can imagine, the computational time of Evasion and rotation case is the largest, while that of No avoidance case is the smallest. The computational times of Only evasion and Only rotation cases are similar and closer to that of Evasion and rotation case than No avoidance case. This result indicates that the introduction of body-rotation behavior to the simulation models does increase the computational time; however, the increment becomes smaller if evading behavior has already been considered. This is due to the cost of the detecting method. When we introduce the first avoiding .4) behavior (either evasion or rotation), we need to implement both the detecting and avoiding methods. However, in the introduction of the second avoiding behavior, we do not need to add the detecting method anymore. Therefore, the cost of introducing body-rotation behavior is not very high compared with the improvement of the accuracy if some interactions, which accompany the detecting method of other pedestrians, have already been considered in simulation models.
Setup and conditions of corridor experiment 2
In corridor experiment 1 described in Secs. 3 and 4, all four participants were male adolescents. Thus, the same experiment was performed once again with male and female participants of various ages to demonstrate that the obtained results are valid for all pedestrians.
The experiment was conducted in the lecture hall at RCAST, The University of Tokyo, Japan. Four courses were constructed using cardboard boxes. A single course was the same as that in corridor experiment 1 (Fig. 3a) . There were five male participants, ages 21, 24, 29, 66, and 68, and four female participants, ages 36, 45, 61, and 64. The average shoulder widths and bust depths of the male and female participants are summarized in Tab. 2. The average shoulder widths of the males and females were significantly different in terms of statistics (p < 0.05), while the bust depths were not. The tablets for recording angular velocities were strapped on the participants. We instructed the participants similarly as we did in corridor experiment 1.
The width W of the two courses were varied as 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 120, and 140 cm and the angular velocity of each participant was observed. By changing the passing side (2 patterns) and participant pairing (combination choosing 2 participants from 9 = 36 patterns), 72 types of trials were executed for each W . Thus, 72 × 7 (widths) = 504 datasets were obtained in total.
Analysis of passing rotational angles in corridor experiment 2
Data processing
The time series of the angular velocities ω i (t) (i = 0, 1, 2, · · ·, and 8 (ID number)) were obtained at approximately 50 Hz from the tablets. Then, the same data processing as in corridor experiment 1 was conducted. The datasets of the angular velocities ω i (t) were numerically integrated and the time series of the rotational angle of each participant ϕ i (t) ∈ [−180
• ] was obtained. The time series of the pair that includes δt i,n ≥ 0.1 s were discarded since it was impossible to compute the accurate rotational angles for such time series, as explained in Sec. 4.1. Actually, 4, 3, 5, 3, 2, 4, and 4 datasets were removed from W = 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 120, and 140 cm, respectively. The passing rotational angles θ i for W = 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 cm were calculated in a manner similar to that employed for corridor experiment 1, since no clear body rotations were observed for W = 120 and 140 cm. Any dataset that does not satisfy the conditions of the two thresholds (θ i and ∆t |ϕ|max ) is converted appropriately before being used for analysis, as described in Appendix B. Figure 14a shows the pairs of passing rotational angles (θ i , θ j ) (i = j) in the experimental data after conversion. The passing rotational angles can be observed to increase with decreasing corridor width, as was also observed in corridor experiment 1.
Validation of elliptic pedestrians
To validate elliptic pedestrians and assumption (3) during passing, regardless of gender and age, a calculation similar to that for corridor experiment 1 was conducted. Since the shoulder width and bust depth of each participant was measured, error parameters for the semi-major axis a and semi-minor axis b were introduced to minimize the following function (the least squares method):
where a i (a j ) and b i (b j ) are the half of the shoulder width (semi-major axis) and bust depth (semi-minor axis) of participant i (j), respectively. As a result, ( a , b ) =(1.6 cm, 2.1 cm) were obtained, which are positive small values. Thus, it can be considered that a i + a (a j + a ) and b i + b (b j + b ) represent the effective shoulder width and bust depth, respectively, as the participants did not come in contact with each other throughout the experiment. Hence, the elliptic representation of pedestrians and assumption (3) are validated for both males and females of various ages. Furthermore, as a < b , it was reconfirmed that pedestrians hesitate to a greater extent to come into contact with other pedestrians at their chest than at their shoulders. The mean and sample standard deviation of d i + d j were computed for each W by substituting the half of the shoulder width and bust depth (a i , b i ), (a j , b j ), calibrated parameters ( a , b ), and experimental passing rotational angles (θ i , θ j ) into (1). Figure  14b shows the mean and sample standard deviation of d i + d j with the red markers and error bars, respectively. The correspondence between the red markers and green diagonal line also indicates the validity of this assumption. Some discrepancy between the red marker and green diagonal line can be observed at W = 100 cm. As the female participants, whose average shoulder width was 41.0 cm as shown in Tab. 2, were included in the experiment, the value of d i + d j decreases.
Difference between the male and female pairs
Since the average shoulder widths of the male and female participants were significantly different, the male and female pairs were analyzed separately in this section . Figure  15a shows the average passing rotational angles θ ave as functions of the corridor width W . The plots with the blue squares and red circles are the results of the male and female pairs, respectively. The results of the male-female pairs, which were included in Fig. 14, were removed from Figure 15 . It can be seen that θ ave decreases as W increases for both the male and female pairs. Moreover, θ ave is significantly larger for the males
There were no clear differences in the body sizes or passing rotational angles between the younger (adolescents and middle-aged adults) and older (elderlies) participants. than for the females at W = 60 and 70 cm (p < 0.05), respectively. These differences can be attributed to the difference in the average shoulder width. Since the shoulder widths of the males were significantly larger than those of the females, the males had to rotate more than the females. The error parameters for the male ( a,M , b,M ) and female ( a,F , b,F ) pairs were also computed. For the male pairs, the data for W = 60-100 cm were used and ( a,M , b,M ) were calculated, which minimized (17) with the least square method. For the female pairs, only the data for W = 60-80 cm were used as the females did not need to rotate for W = 90 and 100 cm; this is because the maximum sum of the shoulder width of the pair was smaller than 90 cm. It was found that ( a,M , b,M ) = (0.0 cm, 1.9 cm) and ( a,F , b,F ) = (1.2 cm, 3.0 cm); these values were small enough to be regarded as the difference between the effective and real body sizes. a,M < b,M and a,F < b,F , confirming once again that pedestrians hesitate to make chest contact with other pedestrians more so than shoulder contact. Furthermore, since a,M < a,F and b,M < b,F , it can be concluded that the females kept a greater distance between each other than the males in the passing situation in our experiment. Figure 15b shows the sum of the widths of the two ellipses d i +d j as functions of the corridor width W for the male and female pairs. It can be observed that the results for the male pairs agree with the theoretical assumption (3) for W = 60-90 cm. At W = 100 cm, the result for the male pairs is smaller than the theoretical assumption (3). This small discrepancy can be explained as follows: since the average shoulder width of the males was 48.4 cm, as shown in Tab. 2, the males did not need to rotate for W = 100 cm in most cases; however, pedestrians always rotated to some degree during walking (see Appendix B). Thus, the widths of the males reduced to below 100 cm, and the blue square was plotted below the green diagonal line at W = 100 cm. On the other hand, the results of the females agree with the theoretical assumption (3) for W = 60-80 cm. As we mentioned in the second paragraph in this section, the maximum sum of the shoulder width of the female pairs was smaller than 90 cm, so that the discrepancies at W = 90 and 100 cm do not harm our assumption.
Cross flow experiment
This section considers cross flow and investigates body-rotation behavior in a more complex and realistic scenario. There are two motivations for studying cross flow in this paper.
The first motivation is to observe that pedestrians do step sideways, i.e., discrepancies between the body orientation and walking directions in cross flow. Sidestepping was observed in the bidirectional-flow experiment in [40] . If such a phenomenon is observed in cross flow, which is more realistic than passage in a narrow corridor and more complex than bidirectional flow, it can be strongly confirmed once again that body rotation is an indispensable element in simulating pedestrian dynamics.
The second motivation is to understand the relationship between density and body rotation. A narrow corridor necessitates body rotation; however, there are several options to avoid collisions in cross flow. Although these additional options are beyond the scope of this paper, clarifying the relationship between density and body rotation would show when body-rotation behavior becomes important in simulations.
The experimental setup and conditions are discussed in Sec. 9.1, and the results that correspond to the two motivations presented above are discussed in Secs. 9.2 and 9.3, respectively.
Setup and conditions
The experiment was conducted on the street in front of RCAST building 4 at The University of Tokyo, Japan. An intersection, like the one shown in Fig. 16 pedestrian motion in the intersecting section. Due to space limitations, South leg had to be bent as shown in Fig. 16 . Note that later data analysis (in particular concerning the flow in the four different directions [64] ) revealed that the bending did not influence on participants' behaviors, making it possible to consider each leg independently. Inside each leg, starting lines were drawn every 1 m longitudinally on the ground (the first starting line was 4 m from the center of the intersection). The participants were allowed to take any position along the different starting lines, but only one participant was allowed per line.
In total, 50 male college students took part in the experiment and were divided into the four legs in groups of 12 or 13 participants (Group A, B, C, and D in Tab. 3). As a consequence, unaligned lanes of respectively 11 and 12 m formed in the four legs. An ID number was assigned to each participant and each one was asked to turn in a different direction at the intersection (details are given in Tab. 3). An almost equal portion of participants had to turn left and right. Participants going straight were less than the ones turning. The turning direction was given them using a small paper provided at the beginning of the experiment; therefore, no one was aware of the turning direction Execution West South North East
The participants started walking simultaneously toward the intersection when instructed to go. Then, they turned according to the assigned directions at the intersection. After leaving the intersection, the participants walked for a long distance to avoid the formation of congestion close to the exit.
To avoid any possible learning process, in other words, to repeat the experiment under "fresh" conditions, the groups were switched after each repetition, as shown in Tab. 4. This switching strategy made it very unlikely that participants were able to memorize others' behaviors. The participants' positions were also longitudinally switched at each repetition to avoid always having the same participants at the beginning or end of each leg.
The participants were given caps of different colors allowing us to precisely track their positions. Moreover, as shown in Tab. 3, some of the participants (10 in total) were equipped with a tablet to measure their bodies' rotational angles, as discussed in Sec. 3. The participants equipped with tablets wore blue, red or green caps, whereas the rest of the participants wore yellow caps. By knowing the combination of cap's color and starting leg, we were able to combine the body rotational angles and the positions (or trajectories) of each participant obtained from the tablets and the video camera, respectively. This allowed the time at which a given participant crossed the intersection to be precisely determined and the data relative to that particular moment to be analyzed.
Finally, to check the impact of density on body rotation, three different widths (W leg = 3, 2, and 1 m) were investigated for the intersecting legs. For this purpose, the final parts of the four legs were restricted, creating a bottleneck before entering the intersection. As shown in Fig. 17 , a particular setup was chosen to realize a straight path before the intersection in each configuration. Note that the starting positions (the lines of Fig. 16 ) and experimental concepts described so far were unchanged. Video frames relative to each configuration are shown in Fig. 18 . Inaccessible areas created from changing the leg width were colored white to focus on the experimental area. Overall, the presented experimental setup allowed for the recreation of a fairly natural cross flow in which participants had to consider each situation independently. The careful planning concerning turning directions and starting positions enabled comparable situations, in which only density played an important role, to be considered.
Since it was difficult to distinguish turning and body rotation clearly for participants turning right and left at the intersection, the focus was placed on the participants equipped with the tablets and going straight, i.e., the participants 3 and 49 (Tab. 3) in the following analyses. The analyses of the other participants are presented in [64] . Figure 19a shows the snapshot of participant 3 with a blue cap walking from the West (Left) to the East (Right) in the case W leg = 2 m. It can be seen that he avoided other participants by rotating his body counter-clockwise and tried to move to the right. This phenomenon is understood more clearly by analyzing the evolution of the body rotational angle ϕ and walking direction α, as in Fig. 19b . The body rotational angle ϕ becomes large at t = 4.5 s, and a great discrepancy was observed between the body rotational angle ϕ and walking direction α. These results correspond well to the snapshot (Fig. 19a) , i.e., participant 3 successfully moved to the right without changing walking direction by using body rotation to avoid others. This is an experimental fact that a pedestrian avoids others by rotating his body without greatly changing his walking direction. Figures 19c and 19d show similar results. Participant 49 with a red cap walked from the West (Left) to the East (Right) in the case W leg = 2 m. Here, he rotated his body clockwise and tried to walk through other participants. Evolution in the walking direction indicates that participant 49 walked to the south-east direction with some degree, since the absolute walking direction achieved |α| ≈ 20 deg. However, the absolute body rotational angle |ϕ| achieved at t = 10.8 s was much larger. Therefore, participant 49 is considered to have rotated his body not only for changing his walking direction, but also for going through other participants.
Discrepancy between body rotational angle and walking direction
The discrepancies between the body rotational angles (body orientation) and walking directions indicate that they must be dealt with separately.
Relation between density and body rotational angle
Next, the relationship between the density and body rotational angle were investigated. Figure 20 shows the body rotational angle ϕ as a function of the local density ρ for participants 3 and 49. The local densities ρ were calculated by depicting the Voronoi diagram using the video camera images. The blue, green, and red plots are the instantaneous results for W leg = 3, 2, and 1 m, respectively. Since the frame rate of the video camera (29.97 frame/sec (NTSC)) was lower than the frequency of the tablets (50 Hz), the resolution of the data was reduced to that of the video camera ¶. ¶ Note that the successive data points are strongly correlated; however, this correlation does not harm our result. Since the time of one trial was long enough, we could observe various situations in one trial, in other words, the data are not biased toward specific situations. If we decrease the sampling rate, the plots become sparse. Furthermore, the maximum rotational angles may change because we sometimes fail to observe the larger rotational angles due to the low sampling rate. Therefore, high sampling rate is important to see the body rotation by analyzing rotational angles. However, we confirmed that the changes of the maximum rotational angles were small, i.e, the positions of the black circles, squares, and triangles in Fig. 20 do not greatly change by the sampling rate, due to the strong correlations Note that the data from the tablets were interpolated to depict the figure. The black circles, squares, and triangles show the maximum absolute rotational angles in each trial for W leg = 3, 2, and 1 m, respectively. The body rotational angles were observed to achieve ϕ ≈ 20 deg for a broad range of densities. In the cross flow, the participants needed to avoid others from multiple directions, thus, they rotated their body to some degree even at low densities. Furthermore, large body rotational angles were achieved in only the low and middle density regions (ρ < 2.5 m −2 ). When the density was not high, a participant could look for a space between the others and went through there by rotating his body. It was confirmed that the large body rotational angles ϕ observed for ρ < 2.5 m −2 corresponded to such a phenomenon. However, for higher densities (ρ > 2.5 m −2 ), it was difficult for the participants to find enough space to go through. Thus, they slowed down or stopped and waited until enough space appeared in front of them. Hence, no large body rotational angles ϕ could be seen in the high-density region.
As Fig. 2 shows, the decrease in the width of an ellipse is small for small rotational angles. Therefore, the conventional models can simulate cross flow well to some extent, even if they do not include body-rotation behavior, since most pedestrians do not rotate greatly. However, such models cannot reproduce pedestrians going through others by body rotation, who were observed in our cross-flow experiment. Hence, body-rotation behavior is indeed an indispensable factor for more realistic simulations.
between the successive data.
Conclusion
This study mainly investigated pedestrians' collision avoidance behaviors involving body rotation and side-stepping, when body orientation differs from walking direction, such as in a narrow corridor. A pedestrian was modeled with an ellipse, and the mathematical relationship between the body rotational angles of two elliptic pedestrians and the corridor width was obtained. Moreover, experiments with real pedestrians were conducted, and the rotational angles were measured using commercial tablets. The results of the experiment indicate that pedestrians start to rotate when their shoulders may come into contact, and the rotational angles during passing increase as the corridor width decreases. Finally, the sizes of the elliptic pedestrians were determined by the least squares method, using both the theoretical and experimental results. The calibrated size of the elliptic pedestrians quantitatively agreed with the effective size of real pedestrians. We would like to emphasize that the participants of our experiments included both males and females with various ages, so that we consider that our results are not limited to the specific types of pedestrians. Furthermore, a simulation model for pedestrians passing through a narrow corridor was developed. The simulation results agreed with the experimental results.
A cross-flow experiment was conducted to investigate body-rotation behavior in a more complex and realistic scenario. The results indicated the importance of considering body-rotation behavior in complex scenarios. It was also found that the participants tended to rotate greatly and stepped sideways when the density was not high. When the density was high, the participants could not move forward even with physical rotations, and thus large body rotations were not observed.
In the future, the combination of position and rotational angle data will allow for the analysis and modeling of when and how pedestrians start body rotation. The coupling effect of changing walking direction and body orientation on collision avoidance will also be studied. ellipse i may be expressed quadratically as follows: Next, we rotate ellipse i counter-clockwise by θ with respect to its center O and consider ellipse i , as in Fig. A1 . Using rotational transformation, a point (x 2 , y 2 ) on ellipse i , which corresponds to a point (x 1 , y 1 ) on ellipse i, is described as where we replace x 2 and y 2 with x and y, respectively. We denote the tangents of ellipse i that are parallel to the y axis as l 1 and l 2 , as in Fig. A1 . Their equations are given as
In corridor experiment 1, step (i) was applied to 3 and 17 data for W = 90 and 100 cm, respectively. Step (ii) was applied to 2 and 7 data for W = 90 and 100 cm, respectively. In corridor experiment 2, step (i) was applied to 8 and 18 data for W = 90 and 100 cm, respectively. Step (ii) was applied to 10, 4, 6, 38, and 62 data for W = 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100 cm, respectively. Note that 48 and 144 data (24 and 72 datasets) were obtained for each corridor width W in corridor experiment 1 and 2 as described in Secs. 3 and 7, respectively .
